### Solos
- Collections and separate works: M50-54.3

### Duets, cello & piano
- Collections: M229
- Separate works: M230
- Sonatas: M231

### Solo cello w/orchestra
- Scores (full, reduced, arranged): M1016
- Cadenzas: M1016.5
- Solo(s) with piano reduction: M1017

### Solo cello w/string orchestra
- Scores (full, reduced, arranged): M1116
- Cadenzas: M1116.5
- Solo(s) with piano reduction: M1117

### Chamber music for Strings
- Duets: M286-287
- Trios: M349-353
- Quartets: M450-454
- Quintets: M550-554

### Methods Books + Orchestral Excerpts
- General: MT300
- Systems and methods: MT302
- Studies and exercises: MT305
- Orchestral studies: MT306

### Books
- Biographies: ML410-420
- Books about cello: ML910